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ABSTRACT: The transparent conductive electrode (TCE) is a key
component of organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). High-
resolution printed metal grids are a promising alternative to indium
tin oxide (ITO). We present results for evaporated OLEDs with a
printed copper (Cu) grid with line width below 3 μm. The use of a
thick doped hole injection layer (HIL) prevented electrical shorts and
resulted in good quality OLEDs with acceptable leakage current. We
report a detailed analysis of the microscopic uniformity of light
emission and compare the measured data with simulations based on
finite element modeling (FEM) to investigate various factors that
contribute to differences between the Cu grid OLED and ITO
reference device. This insight resulted in design rules that enable a
luminance of the Cu grid OLED that can potentially equal that of an ITO-based equivalent OLED by using a very fine pitch and
narrow line width of 5 μm and 250 nm, respectively, within the capabilities of state-of-the-art printing technology.

KEYWORDS: printed Cu grid, transparent conductive electrodes, organic light-emitting diodes, finite element model,
spatial luminance distribution

1. INTRODUCTION

Organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) are widely applied in
the display industry.1 Flexible OLEDs have been developed for
new applications such as bendable or foldable smartphones,
flexible displays, paper-like digital signage, and freeform
lighting.2 A transparent conductive electrode (TCE) is one of
the key components in OLEDs, and indium tin oxide (ITO) has
been the most commonly used TCE for over three decades.
However, ITO has several drawbacks, such as limited flexibility
due to its inherent brittleness3 and higher sheet resistance
(approximately >20 Ω□) on flexible low-temperature plastic
substrates due to lower possible annealing temperature.
To overcome these drawbacks, various alternative TCEs have

been investigated; one of the most promising candidates is a
metal grid. A metal grid shows an excellent flexibility compared
to ITO, enabling a small bending radius because of metal
ductility.4,5 The metal grid typically exhibits a lower sheet
resistance at a given transparency than ITO on low-temperature
plastic substrates, and its electrical performance is tunable by
changing the grid design (e.g., line width, pitch, and thickness).4

Furthermore, a metal grid with a line width <3 μm becomes
invisible to the naked eye, providing desired transparency
without noticeable haze. The conventional fabrication process of
a metal grid is vacuum deposition and photolithographic
patterning,6−8 creating challenges for low-cost high-throughput
supply. A technologically more attractive deposition method is
high-resolution printing which allows line widths of a few

micrometers or even sub-micrometers.9−15 Additive printing
technologies have great potential for scalability and high
productivity by roll-to-roll manufacturing, are compatible with
low-temperature plastic substrates, and show low environmental
load in production. Furthermore, the choice for copper as grid
material would make TCEs cheaper than those based on gold or
silver, still with the potential to outperform ITO.
OLEDs employing metal grids with a line width below 3 μm

have been demonstrated (gold grid,16,17 silver grid,18,19 and
copper grid20,21). This revealed two main challenges: the
protruding structure of the metal grids can lead to electrical
short circuits, and a decrease of the emission intensity in the area
enclosed by the metal grid lines18 is attributed to less than ideal
current spreading in the area between metal grid lines. This
spatial luminance distribution is an important topic in this paper.
A relatively thick (several tens or hundreds of nanometers)

and highly conductive charge injection layer can planarize the
metal grid and increases the uniformity of the spatial luminance
distribution. For such a planarizing hole injection layer (HIL),
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrenesulfonate (PE-
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DOT:PSS) is often used in OLEDs. In contrast with metal grids
fabricated by photolithography, printed metal grids typically do
not show sufficient compatibility with PEDOT:PSS because of
poor adhesion or lower chemical durability. Therefore, a thick
evaporated HIL which is compatible with the printed metal grid
would be highly desirable, as it can also be adopted in a
straightforward manner with evaporated OLEDs, which present
high efficiency and long lifetime.
Ye et al. have presented inkjet-printed Ag grid/AgNW (Ag

nanowire) transparent electrodes by a peel-off process, flipping
the electrode, thereby applying the smooth bottom surface as
the top surface for the OLED fabrication.22 However, the inkjet-
printed Ag grid is visible to the naked eyes because of its line
width of over 100 μm. Moreover, the peel-off process is hard to
apply in a roll-to-roll process.
Another approach to obtain a uniform spatial luminance

distribution is to decrease the gap between themetal grid lines.17

AlthoughOLED simulations for metal grid TCEs with increased
line width (>10 μm) and pitch (a few millimeters) have been
performed,23 optimization of metal grid dimensions for
improved spatial luminance distribution and overall luminance
of OLEDs based on metal grid TCEs has not been presented.
In this paper, an OLED with printed Cu grid TCE is

demonstrated by introducing a thick evaporated dopedHIL, and
its performance is compared with an equivalent OLED based on
ITO. The spatial luminance distribution in the Cu grid OLED is
analyzed by experimental luminance profile measurements and
finite element model (FEM) simulations. This insight enables
new design rules for printed Cu grid TCEs to further improve
OLED performance in the near future.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Cu grid OLED with the doped HIL and equivalent OLEDs
with ITO anode as a reference were fabricated based in section
4.1. A microscopic image of a typical part of the printed Cu grid
that was used in this work is shown in Figure 1a. The line width,
pitch, and line thickness of the printed Cu grid were varied
between 1.0−3.5 μm, 15−30 μm, and approximately 50−210
nm, respectively. The sheet resistance (R□) and visual light
transmittance (VLT) varied between 13−56 Ω□ and 72−80%,
respectively. Figure 1c shows the optical transmittance spectrum
of the printed Cu grid on glass substrate and of ITO on glass
substrate. The transmittance of the printed Cu grid is flat in the
visible light region and very close to ITO’s transmittance.
The HIL dopant concentration was varied between 5−15%

and layer thickness between approximately 30−150 nm. Figures
2a,b show that the electrical conductivity increased with dopant
concentration up to ∼10%, and the sheet resistance scaled
inversely with the layer thickness, as expected. This is in line with
reports about conductivity of doped organic semiconductor thin
films.24−31 The optical transmittance of the doped HIL in the
visible light range decreased monotonically with increasing layer
thickness (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).
Leakage current and emission uniformity of the OLED (see
below) did not improve beyond∼100 nm doped HIL thickness.
Therefore, a range of 5−10% doping and 50−100 nm thickness
were used in the remainder of this work. In some experiments no
doped HIL was applied, and the total HTL thickness was 40 nm
(“OLED without doped HIL”).
Current−voltage−luminance (JVL) curves and emission

uniformity of Cu grid OLED with doped HIL, Cu grid OLED
with thin undoped HIL, and reference ITO OLED with doped
HIL are compared in Figures 3a−f. First, the effect of the thick

doped HIL on preventing electrical short circuits is examined.
The Cu grid OLED without doped HIL did not emit light and
had very high leakage current due to electrical short circuits
(Figure 3a, black curve). In contrast, the Cu grid OLED with
>50 nm doped HIL emitted light uniformly (Figure 3e). This
shows that a doped HIL and HTL with a total thickness close to
or exceeding the printed Cu grid line thickness can planarize a
printed Cu grid and avoid short circuits, although the JV curve
does show increased leakage current compared to the reference
ITOOLED (compare Figure 3a red and blue curves below 2 V).
Next, we examine the luminance and current efficacy. The

ITO reference shows a somewhat lower maximum efficacy
(Figure 3d, blue curve) than can be expected for this material
system, which can be explained by the visible light absorption of
the doped HIL (see the Supporting Information). Figures 3b−d
show that both luminance and efficacy are lower for the Cu grid
OLED (red curves) than the reference ITO OLED (blue
curves), especially at lower voltage. The shape of the (efficacy−
voltage) curve (Figure 3d) of the Cu grid OLED, with its
maximum at medium applied voltage, points to charge
unbalance due to injection barrier at lower voltage. Because
the actual hole injection layer and electron injection layer are the
same for both devices (doped HIL and LiF, respectively), this
difference is attributed to a non-ohmic contact between Cu and
the doped HIL. At higher voltage this injection barrier is
overcome as current density and luminance of both devices are
quite similar (Figures 3b,c).
Finally, it is noted that both devices show good macroscopic

uniformity (Figures 3e,f) as expected based on the measured
sheet resistance of <15 Ω□.
Next, the electroluminescent (EL) microscopic images of the

Cu grid OLED with doped HIL were analyzed to investigate its
spatial luminance distribution (see Figure 4). The EL micro-
scopic image intensity at 4 V (Figure 4a) is converted to
luminance by the equation

Figure 1. (a) Microscopic image and (b) geometric characterization of
the printed Cu grid. One unit cell (inside red dashed enclosure) is
shown in (b). (c) Comparison of transmittance spectrum of the printed
Cu grid on glass substrate and ITO (thickness 130 nm) on glass
substrate. The printed Cu grid had a line width of 1.9 μm, a pitch of 30
μm, and a thickness of ∼50 nm.
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where L (V) (cd/m2) is the LV curve of the Cu grid OLED,
I(x,y,V) is a pixel intensity at a given position of the EL
microscopic image, α is a scaling factor for conversion to
luminance from I(x,y,V), and Px and Py are the pitch of the unit
cell of the Cu grid in the x and y direction. The resulting
luminance line profile is shown in Figure 4c. To designate the
position of the Cu grid, the normalized pixel intensity profile of a
photographic image in reflection mode (at 0 V) is also plotted in

Figure 4c. The luminance on top of the Cu lines is lowered due
to the shadowing effect of the opaque printed Cu. The Cu lines
have a low transmission (<10%) as determined by simulation in
Setfos (FLUXiM AG, Switzerland, simulation software for
optical modeling), but their effective transparency in the OLED
can be higher since electroluminescence is generated inside a
layer with high refractive index. Also, part of the measured light
at the position of the Cu grid is attributed to scattering and
diffraction of emission originating from different locations in the
OLED. The luminance was maximal at a distance of about 1 μm
from the edge of the Cu grid and gradually decreased to∼60% of
the peak value in the center of the grid unit cell. Images taken for

Figure 2. (a) Electrical conductivity of approximately 25−170 nm doped HIL with different dopant concentrations. Open circles and bars represent
the average values and the range of minimum to maximum values for each dopant concentration, respectively. (b) Sheet resistance as a function of
doped HIL thickness for a dopant concentration of 10%. Blue filled circles represent measured sheet resistance, and the dotted line shows the
calculated dependence by using an electrical conductivity of 2.4 × 10−4 S/cm.

Figure 3. (a) Current density−voltage, (b) luminance−voltage, (c) luminance−current density, and (d) efficacy−voltage curves for the Cu grid
OLEDwith dopedHIL and the ITOOLEDwith dopedHIL. Photography images (e) of the Cu grid OLEDwith doped HIL (emissive area: 24× 46.5
mm2) at 4 V and (f) the equivalent ITO OLED at 4 V. The printed Cu grid used in the OLED had a line width of 2.9 μm, a pitch of 30 μm, and a line
thickness of 136 nm. Note that the emission intensity in (e) and (f) cannot be compared to each other as the images’ contrast is scaled independently
for good rendering of the uniformity.
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the same device at various applied voltage showed qualitatively
similar profiles (see Figure 4d). The ratio of the peak luminance
to the luminance at the center of the Cu line was virtually
constant, as expected when related to absorption and light
scattering effects. The minimum relative luminance at the center
of the grid unit cell gradually decreased from about 68% at 3.5 V
to about 45% at 4.5 V. The higher current density at this voltage
implies a higher absolute voltage drop in the lateral direction in
the doped HIL layer, leading to higher decay of the luminance
with distance from the Cu line edge.
To further understand the spatial luminance distribution in

the Cu grid OLED with doped HIL, OLED simulations were
performed by FEM with LAOSS. The details of the OLED
modeling and simulation are described in section 4.3. The
simulation input parameters in the model are presented in Table
1. The sheet resistance of the Cu grid lines was calculated from
measured sheet resistance of the Cu grid and corrected for the fill
factor and the dimensions of the Cu grid.

The JVL curve measured on ITO reference devices was taken
as the “true” JVL curve, i.e., the JVL characteristics without any
influence of suboptimal current spreading (in view of low ITO
sheet resistance and negligible LiF/Al sheet resistance) and local
optical effects (in view of absence of nonuniformity in the
emission area, as is the case with the Cu grid). The simulated
luminance was corrected for the difference in transmission

between ITO and Cu grid substrates based on the ratio of
spectrally integrated transmittance, weighted by the luminous
efficiency function of the CIE 1931 standard and by the EL
spectrum, according to eqs 2a and 2b. The correction amounted
to ∼1.13× for ITO to glass and ∼0.045 × for ITO to Cu. The
more complicated difference in optical outcoupling (i.e., beyond
the transmittance effect) between the Cu grid and ITO
substrates was not taken into account. The hole injection
barrier from the Cu grid into the doped HIL beforementioned
was also ignored.

=
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Here, LITO/glass(V) (cd/m
2) is the LV curve of the ITO OLED

with doped HIL. LCu/glass(V) (cd/m
2) and Lglass(V) (cd/m

2) are
adjusted LV curves for the Cu/glass substrate and the glass
substrate, respectively. TCu/glass(λ) is a light transmission
spectrum simulated in Setfos. Tglass(λ) and TITO/glass(λ) are
measured light transmission spectra of the glass substrate (1.1
mm EAGLE XG) and ITO (130 nm) on the glass substrate,
respectively. IEL(λ) is the normalized emission spectrum of the
ITO OLED with doped HIL. V*(λ) is the luminous efficiency
function in the CIE 1931 standard.

Figure 4.Microscopic images of (a) the Cu grid OLED light emission at 4 V (on) and (b) at 0 V in reflection mode under external illumination (off).
(c) Converted luminance profile at 4 V (red, left axis) and normalized pixel intensity profile at 0 V (black, right axis) extracted from the microscopic
images of the Cu grid OLEDwith doped HIL along the full line in (a) and (b). (d) Normalized luminance profile at three voltages. The profiles shown
are averages for the surface area inside the rectangular box indicated in the microscope images to obtain a better signal-to-noise level.

Table 1. Geometrical Input Parameters for OLED Simulation

line width
(m) pitch (m)

thickness
(m) R□ (Ω□)

Cu grid 3 × 10−6 30 × 10−6 136 × 10−9 1.257
doped HIL
(5%)

50 × 10−9 2.129 × 109
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The surface potential and spatial luminance distribution in the
simulated Cu grid OLED with doped HIL are shown in Figures
5a,b. The surface potential on the Cu grid lines was almost equal
to 4 V due to low resistivity of the printed Cu itself. Therefore,
the local current density on and immediately adjacent to the Cu
grid lines is the highest (Figure 5c). The luminance on the Cu
grid line is the lowest (≈77 cd/m2) due to the low light
transmittance of the Cu grid (≈4%). In the area between the Cu
lines, the actual potential decreases markedly with increasing
distance from the Cu lines due to the ohmic loss caused by high
sheet resistance of the doped HIL, leading to strong decrease in
luminance toward the center of the grid unit cell.
We compared simulated spatial luminance distribution with

the experiment (Figures 4a and 4c) to validate the OLED
simulations. The simulated spatial luminance distribution
reproduces the EL microscopic image of the Cu grid OLED
with doped HIL qualitatively (compare Figures 4a and 5b).
Quantitatively, the simulated luminance is about 1.6× the
measured luminance, which is attributed to the injection barrier
from Cu to doped HIL not being included in the model. The
measured current density is about twice the simulated current
density. This is ascribed to local high current density at locations
where the effective OLED thickness is smaller than its nominal
value (see below). The difference in luminance was examined in
more detail by a comparison of simulated and measured
luminance profiles (see Figure 6). The simulated luminance at
the center of the grid unit cell matches with the experiment. The
simulated luminance at the location of the Cu grid lines is much
lower; this is attributed to optical cavity effects leading to
increased outcoupling, which are not taken into account in the
model, and to locally increased outcoupling of waveguided
modes due to scattering. Furthermore, within ≈5 μm distance
from the Cu grid lines the simulated luminance is much higher
than found experimentally.
To investigate the difference between simulated and

measured luminance in the vicinity of the Cu grid lines, a
number of experiments were carried out. First, the photo-
luminescence (PL) distribution was investigated. PL is not
impacted by electrical properties, so if there is a strong optical
effect of the printed Cu grid, it should be observable in PL. The

PL (blue curve) and the EL (red curve) profiles are compared in
Figure 7c. The PL intensity is quite uniform over the grid unit
cell, except for an≈10% decline starting a fewmicrometers from
the edge of the printed Cu grid and a 1.5−2× decrease at the
position of the Cu lines. The latter is similar to the EL profile,
supporting the hypothesis that the high intensity at this position
is due to optical effects (cavity and scattering) as argued above.
The relative PL decrease adjacent to the Cu lines is much smaller
than the difference between simulated and measured EL at this
position, suggesting that optical effects are not the major cause
thereof. In a second experiment, a 130 nm ITO layer was
deposited on the Cu grid substrate, i.e., the same as the ITO
reference. The EL profile of the Cu grid/ITO OLED (black line
in Figure 7c) showed almost the same characteristics as the PL
profile, thereby also supporting the tentative conclusion that
optical outcoupling effects adjacent to the Cu lines do not
explain the difference in luminance between the simulation and
the experiment. We note that we cannot fully rule out optical
effects, however, as optical effects in PL and EL can differ
because the outcoupling depends on the location of emitters
(dipole radiation field) in the emissive layers (EML). Second,
the excitation density distribution within the grid unit cell is
different since for EL it follows the current distribution and for
PL it is uniform in the Cu grid and lower on the Cu grid due to
shadowing. The difference distribution and, hence, the amount
of outcoupled light due to scattering at the Cu grid can differ

Figure 5. Two-dimensional plots of simulated (a) surface potential, (b) spatial luminance, and (c) current density of Cu grid OLED with doped HIL.

Figure 6. Comparison of luminance profiles between simulation and
experiment for Cu grid OLED with doped HIL at 4.0 V.
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between EL and PL, impacting the shape of the light distribution
profile. To unravel this further, full stack optical and electrical
simulation would be needed.
In a further experiment, FIB-SEM analysis was performed to

investigate potential local variation in OLED stack dimensions,
such as thickness variation in the vicinity of the Cu grid lines.
Typical FIB-SEM image of the Cu grid OLED with doped HIL
are shown in Figures 8a,b. The organic stack (dark layer),
consisting of the doped HIL and the OLED stack, covers the Cu
grid completely. The thickness of the organic stack measured
along a vertical line in Figure 8b (yellow text in the SEM image)
was 270−290 nm across the entire device, in good accordance
with the designed thickness (302.5 nm). Importantly, Figure 8a
shows no unusual or unexpected features within 5 μm distance
from the Cu line; i.e., the SEM image did not provide further
clues to identify the difference between simulated and measured

EL profile. The high-resolution image in Figure 8b shows a few
Cu particles directly adjacent to the Cu grid line itself, but such
particles were not observed anywhere on the device at distance
larger than ∼0.5 μm. Summarizing, the difference between
simulated and measured EL intensity close to the Cu grid
appears not to be caused by optical or morphological effects and
remains unexplained. We speculate that some chemical effect
related to residue at this location in the Cu grid is at play. Further
(optical) modeling and variations in manufacturing process
settings can be applied to investigate this further. Finally, it is
noted that the distance from the Cu line to the LiF/Al cathode at
the edge of the Cu grid was approximately half the nominal
thickness due to geometrical effects, as indicated by the dotted
rectangle in the SEM image. A small protrusion of the LiF/Al
cathode was observed at the edge of theCu grid, which comes on
top of the geometric effect. Thus, the current density at the edge
of the printed Cu grid can be close to an order of magnitude
higher than in the “open area” of the grid unit cell for the case of
space charge limited current, explaining why the experimental
current density in the Cu grid OLED with doped HIL can be
higher than that in the simulation.
We simulated different printed Cu grid designs (i.e., variation

of the line width and pitch) to gain an insight into potential
optimization of the Cu grid design for OLED applications. The
line width of the Cu grid was varied from 250 nm to 10 μm, and
the pitch was varied from 500 nm to 100 μm. The list of
geometrical input parameters is shown in Table S1. The other
input parameters and conditions were the same as in the
simulation beforementioned.
The simulated luminance as a function of the pitch for

different line widths is plotted in Figure 9. The luminance
profiles show a maximum that increases for smaller line width.
For a line width of 250 nm and a pitch of 5 μm the maximum
luminance was estimated to be 1514 cd/m2, which is ≈90% of
the ITO OLED with doped HIL, whereas for a line width of 5
μm and a pitch of 20 μm the maximum luminance was 555 cd/
m2.
The dependence of the total luminance on the Cu grid

parameters is caused by changes in the spatial luminance
distribution in the open area in the grid unit cell and the
shadowing effect by the Cu lines. The surface potential profiles
and the spatial luminance distributions at various pitches for a
line width of 250 nm are shown in Figures 10a and 10b,
respectively. As the pitch decreases, the surface potential profiles
in the open area become more uniform due to decreasing ohmic

Figure 7.Microscopic images of (a) photoluminescence of the Cu grid
OLED (off state) and (b) the Cu grid/ITOOLED light emission at 4 V
(on). (c) Converted luminance profile at 4 V (red, left axis) and
photoluminescence pixel intensity profile (blue, right axis) extracted
from the microscopic images of the Cu grid OLEDwith dopedHIL and
converted luminance profile at 4 V (black, left axis) from the
microscopic images of the Cu grid/ITO OLED along the full line in
(a) and (b). The profiles shown are averages for the rectangular box
indicated in the micrographs.

Figure 8. (a) FIB-SEM image of the Cu grid OLED with doped HIL. (b) Zoomed-in FIB-SEM image of (a).
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losses due to shorter path length through the doped HIL. The
impact of the shadowing effect can be calculated based on the
aperture of the Cu grid. The aperture as a function of the pitch at
different line widths is shown in Figure 10c. The aperture
decreases monotonically as the pitch decreases, whereas the
aperture remains at a high value (≈90%) because of the thinner
line width. We conclude that the luminance of the Cu grid
OLED with doped HIL can be increased to almost the same
value as for the ITO reference by combination of a smaller pitch
and a significantly narrower line width, within the capability of
the Cu grid TCE technology.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated an evaporated OLED based
on a scalable high-resolution printed Cu grid as TCE. The
introduction of a thick evaporated doped HIL led to absence of
electrical short circuits due to planarization of the Cu grid
topography. The differences in the overall current−voltage−
light characteristics compared with reference ITO OLEDs can
be explained by the impact of shadowing by the metal grid,
suboptimal current spreading related to the doped HIL
resistance, and limited injection barrier from the Cu grid into
the doped HIL. Microscopic analysis in combination with finite
element modeling of the OLED revealed further impact of the
Cu grid TCE.While the luminance in the open area between the
Cu grid lines could be simulated reasonably well, the emission
intensity at the location of the Cu grid itself was much higher
than simulated due to optical cavity effects that were not taken
into account. Additionally, the emission intensity close to the Cu
grid was lower than expected. Experiments showed that this is
probably not related to optical outcoupling or morphology, and
further work is needed to understand its origin and to avoid its
occurrence. Systematic OLED simulations were performed to
predict optimal metal grid design for OLED applications. The
results show that a small pitch (<5 μm) and a narrow line width
(0.5 μm) can result in a luminance close to that of the ITO
reference. Therefore, such fine printed Cu grids show good
potential to realize high quality OLEDs while offering a low-cost
production method and compatibility with flexible substrates.

Figure 9. Simulated dependence of luminance as a function of pitch at
various line widths for the Cu grid OLED with doped HIL. The black
dotted line indicates experimented luminance of ITO OLED with
doped HIL.

Figure 10. Simulated (a) surface potential profile and (b) spatial luminance distribution in the open area at various pitches from 0.5 μm (dark red) to
100 μm (black) for a line width of 250 nm. The position is normalized by the distance between the Cu grid lines. (c) Calculated aperture of the Cu grid
as a function of pitch for line width from 0.25 μm (black) to 10 μm (green).
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4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
4.1. Fabrication of OLEDs. Printed Cu grids are used as OLED

anode and fabricated on glass substrates (1.1mmEAGLEXG) by Asahi
Kasei’s high-resolution printing technology.32 ITO sputtered with a
home-built magnetron sputtering tool (thickness 130 nm, sheet
resistance 15−20 Ω□) was used as reference. OLED materials from
ShineMaterials Technology Co., Ltd., were deposited by using a Kurt J.
Lesker Super Spectros thin-film deposition system. The standard
OLED stack consisted of an anode, a doped hole injection layer (HIL,
variable thickness), consecutive hole transport layers (HTL, 150 nm),
blue and yellow emissive layers (EML, 15 nm), an electron transport
layer (ETL, 35 nm), and a LiF/Al cathode (1/100 nm). Details of the
used materials and their properties, as far as the supplier was willing to
disclose these, are presented in the Supporting Information (Table S2).
The doped HIL layer thickness was varied between 50 and 200 nm with
a dopant concentration between 5 and 15%. The OLED device was
completed by Holst Centre thin film encapsulation (TFE) technol-
ogy.33 The emissive area of the OLEDs was 24 × 46.5 mm2 or 20 × 20
mm2.
4.2. OLED Characterization. JVL curves were taken with a

Keithley 2440 source measure unit and a calibrated silicon photodiode
monitored by a Keithley 6484 picoammeter. The photodiode
luminance response was calibrated (to allow conversion to luminance
(cd/m2)) by measuring the luminance with a Minolta luminance meter
at a current of 50 mA through the OLED. OLED devices were
characterized by increasing the voltage in steps of 0.1 V and measuring
the current. When a current density of 25 mA/cm2 was reached, the
voltage sweep was reversed down to −2 V and increased back to 0 V.
Emission uniformity measurements were performed with a PM series
imaging colorimeter of Radiant Imaging while applying a fixed current.
EL and PL (excitation wavelength 365 nm) microscopic images
(estimated resolution 0.25 μm) were taken with a Leica DMRM
microscope, equipped with a Leica DFC 295 camera, with bright field,
dark field, and interference contrast techniques, and the images were
analyzed with the software tool “ImageJ”. In-plane HIL conductance
was measured with a Keithley 2440 by using interdigitated ITO
electrodes. OLED cross sections were prepared and studied by using a
FEI Nova200 NanoLab FIB-SEM system.
4.3. Modeling and Simulation of Spatial Luminance

Distribution. The spatial luminance distribution was simulated by
LAOSS (FLUXiM AG, Switzerland) large area organic semiconductor
simulation software.34 The Cu grid OLED with doped HIL was
approximated as a 2D:1D:2D system which combined 2D FEM
electrodes (top electrode: doped HIL/printed Cu grid anode; bottom
electrode: LiF/Al cathode) with the 1Dmodel input (the OLED stack)
derived from the experimental JV curve. The 2DFEM solvedOhm’s law
for the local current density in the electrodes which were coupled with a
given small area JV curve at a given point for charge conservation. In
particular, the OLED model in the full system can be expressed as
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where ψte and ψbe are the electric potential of the top and bottom
electrodes, respectively. Rs

te and Rb
te are the sheet resistance of the top

and bottom electrodes, respectively. j represents the local current
density which is calculated from a given JV curve at a potential
difference between the top and bottom electrodes at a given point. The
simulations were done for 3 × 3 unit cells of the printed Cu grid.
Meshing conditions were set so that mesh edge size was half or less than
half of the line width of the printed Cu grid. The solving parameters
were set by using a nonlinear Newton solver with convergence
parameters of relative residual convergence type, L2 norm, a tolerance
of 1 × 10−7, and a maximum iteration count of 10.
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